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Examined the energy control devices at TCDC 
Found them to be insufficient in estimating the actual 
energy consumption at the center. 
Action: During evening hours, the company tried to 
estimate what devices could solve the problem. 
 
Day 2: 
Solution presented to TCDC: Fit meters and measuring 
devices. 
Pros: Such technology is familiar to the company and 
TCDC acknowledged that accurate energy information 
would help in future decision making. 
Cons: TCDC were unsure about paying for it.  
 
 Action: The company set about trying to find an 
alternative model by which TCDC could pay for it. 
A couple of hours later a solution was presented to 
TCDC: TCDC could pay installments. 
Pros: It would alleviate the need to have money 
available up front. 
Cons: The installment plan would reach into a second 
fiscal year, which TCDC could not do. 
 
 Action: The company again had a think about what to 
do. Decided that having a customer in Tanzania, even 
one that did not earn the company any money, was worth 
building on. 
 Solution: The company offered TCDC to pay only that 
which it saved in energy consumption, in that way TCDC 





reached the total amount of the bill, they would have 
concluded the transaction.  
 Pros: It would seem to fit TCDC’s strict financial 
arrangements with the Danish Government. 
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The Ph.D. thesis work has been conducted in collaboration with access2in-
novation.com, Aalborg University and University College of Northern 
Denmark. The purpose of the thesis is to inform wider discussions of how 
commercial instruments can be utilised in the pursuit of solving complex 
social problems in developing countries, profitably.
The thesis is a process study of commercial companies in order to learn how 
they make sense and organize solutions over time. Three cases taken from 
the access2innovation program are studied. The hypothesis guiding the re-
search suggests that companies who attempt to create solutions must reach 
outside the company, by enrolling (adding and subtracting) actors over time, 
for viable solutions to emerge.
The conclusion of the project suggests that companies that are able to create 
solutions, do so by having relations to defining actors. Defining actors narrow 
the agenda, which increases the speed by which experiments are conducted, 
and experiments are crucial as part of the learning processes needed in order 
to find viable solutions. But another issue seems pertinent: the ability of the 
defining actors to change or move when the experiments fail.
The results are particularly relevant for other programs looking to leverage 
the capabilities of commercial companies as part of the overall agenda of 
solving complex social problems in developing countries.
